
                

  
APPLICATION FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE ATTENDANTS  

  

MOSES KATONGOLE  

Mobile No:    +971 556569145  

Email:   katsmoseh21@gmail.com  

DUBAI, UAE  

  

PERSONAL DETAILS.  

Nationality                      :          Rwanda  

Gender                              :         Male  

Date of Birth                    :          22/2/1994  

Passport No                     :          PC 371459  

Marital status                  :          Single  

Visa Status                        :         Visit Visa  

                                                                                                                                              

OBJECTIVE.  

As a highly motivated and creative individual, my career aspiration is to contribute the best of my services 

in the fields of dispatch, sales and data entry, to utilize the knowledge, communication skills and efforts to 

work effectively in an organization. Be a responsible team player, make significant contribution to the 

success of the organization.  

PERSONAL SUMMERY.  

A result driven, committed and articulate dispatch officer with excellent communication skills and a high 

level of customer commitment, multi skilled with the ability to plan and manage territory whilst and 

maintaining and developing employ relations and ensure a good working relationship with other company 

employees. Possessing a good team spirit, deadline oriented and having the ability to succeed in a 

demanding work environment. Now looking forward to making a significant contribution in an ambitious 

and exciting company that offers a genuine opportunity for progress.  



   

  
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT.  

Bachelor of Science in quantitative economics at Makerere University completed on 22nd / feb/2017  

Secondary school completed.  

Basic knowledge of computer.  

WORK EXPERIENCE.  

Worked as a dispatch officer at LAKE KIVU SERENA HOTEL IN RWANDA for a period of 3 years.  

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES.  

 Promptly attend to customer requests to meet and achieve KPI 

 Respond to customer emails and telephone calls to resolve problems such as wrong orders and delivery 
issues. 

 Deliver excellent customer service when offering advice in professional and efficient manner. 

 Record all calls received and give a report.  

 Proactively address problems and create solutions.   

 Coordinate schedule in the most effective manner.  

 Inform field units about orders and traffic.  

 Provide reports to management.  

SKILLS.   

 Memorized store organization system as well as special products and discounts 

 Hands on experience working in a stressful, emergency situations.   

 Critical thinker and problem solving skills.  

 A great team player.  

 Has an exceptional communication and ability to build rapport with prospective clients.  

 Ability to work independently with minimal supervision.  

 Excellent attention to details.  

LANGUAGE.  

Fluent in English both spoken and written.  

REFERENCE.  

I hereby attest the accuracy of information declared above are true and correct to the best of my 

knowledge and belief.  



      



  


